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 تست های کنکوری زبان
1-oil is one of the most important…….wealth in our country. 

      1-national      2-international  3-social    4-emontional 

2-he’s  a dishonest person .you can never ….. on him to tell the 

truth. 

     1-guess      2-think     3-believe      4-rely 

3-we need some …… and energetic  person to finish this big 

project in time 

     1-usual      2-hardworking      3-ordinary     4-painful 

4-let me write your valuable suggestion   down while it is still 

….. in my mind. 

    1-friendly     2-necessary    3-expensive      4-fresh 

5-when babies are born ,the top of their …… is very soft before 

it becomes hard later on. 

     1-celll        2-muscle     3-body      4-skull 

6-the building was   …… for hours before the firemen arrived at 

the scene. 

        1-breaking      2-burming     3-picking      4-climbing 
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7-some computers programs can perform several ……. Which 

make your job easier. 

     1-functions      2-habits    3-shapes     4-machines 

8-researchers have examined  the …… of aerobic on blood 

pressure 

      1-event      2-attention     3-effort     4-effect 

9-if you can’t but your…… on the ankle without pain ,you should 

seek medical treatment. 

     1-rask         2-weight       3-size        4measure 

10-he himself told nothing about the event, but we heard 

about it ….. some friends. 

      1-through      2-around      3- along     4-beside 

11-the new car industry…….. on robots to perform almost 50% 

of the job. 

       1-relies      2-contorols    3-stores     4-releases 

12-most children are flexible enough to touch their…… 

     1-hands     2- toes     3-heads     4-herats 

13-she was invited to ….. in a TV program about health. 

     1-take place      2- take a part   3-take part     4- take off 
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14-don’t leave your records all over the floor , ….. them….. and 

put them away. 

       1-add-up      2-lpck –up    3-pick-up    4-call-up 

15-he was ….. of his best performance in the film. 

      1-proud    2-afraid     3-ashamed      4-tired 

16-we are in……. with several other companies for the contract. 

     1-information     2-expression    3-competition   4-condition 

17-this medicine should be ……. In a cool dry place. 

      1-sold     2-stored      3-collected    4-taken 

18-the tourists were almost out of …… when they got to the top 

of the stairs. 

      1-practice     2-group     3-effort     4-breath 

19-the fire department is still ……. Floodwater out of the 

houses. 

     1-pumping          2- blowing      3-sinking     4-filling 

20-the doctor advised him to take more …….. if he wants to be 

healthy. 

      1-program      2-nutrient   3-exercise     4-weight 
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21-mina has white and clean teeth since she….. them three 

times a day. 

     1-stores     2-relates   3-brushes     4-watches\ 

22-blood pressure in the pressure of the blood when it is being 

…… out of the heart. 

      1-tured     2-broken     3-changed     4-pumped 

23-you can…… between long and happy life with regular 

exercise and an unhealthy. 

      1-protect     2- support     3-know     4-choose 

24- he had no money for a bus ,he had to walk all the way 

home. 

      1-but     2- thus    3-so    4-as 

25-he has been feeling nervous since he…… his job. 

     1-lost     2-loses    3-had lost     4-will lose 

26-the mirror fill and broke ….. my mother was hanging it on 

the wall. 

     1-during     2-whereas   3-since     4-while 

27-everybody can still enjoy sports…… he is young or old. 

     1-unless    2-since     3-whether     4-so that 
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28-we will go on a trip….. we are ready or not. 

      1-unless     2- whether      3-because     4-although 

29-i met a lot of interesting people ….. I was working in Norway. 

     1- whether       2-since      3-as     4- while 

30-we watched television all evening ……. We had nothing 

better to do. 

1- So that     2- while     3-although     4-as 

 

31-i feel sleepy ……. I attend in the afternoon classes. 

     1- whether      2-since     3-while     4-when 

32-do you ever watch TV ……. You are having dinner? 

      1-although     2-since     3- whereas      4-while  

33-we have to write the letter in French  ….. they don’t 

understand English. 

      1-since      2- when     3- whether      4-while 

34-tom will get a good mark in his exam ……. The questions are 

easy or difficult. 

      1-unless     2-so that  3- whether      4-since 

35-the school has given Geroge a prize ……. He has been a good 

student. 
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     1-unless     2- since  3-so that       4-even though 

36-i was wondering ……she’d prefer to come a little later or not 

     1-while      2-since     3-though     4- whether 

37-…… it was a public holiday last Thursday ,most of the shops 

were shut. 

      1-as      2-when     3- whether      4-while 

38-…… I love swimming ,I want to go to the swimming pool. 

     1-as     2-wheteas       3- whether     4-while 

39-Carlos had lots of free time and read a lot of books and 

magazines…….. he was in London. 

     1-because     2-while     3-during      4-since 

40- I usually study English at the weekend…… I am very busy 

during the week. 

     1-when    2- as     3-so as      4-though 

41-……we tell her now or later , she is not going to be pleased. 

     1-as      2-since      3- whether      4-when 

42-…..space exploration is exciting for me, I would like to be  an 

astronaut. 

       1-as     2-when     3-while       4-whereas     
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43-there was a power cut….. Mary was watching her favorite TV 

program. 

     1-whereas      2- although     3-while   4-so that 

44-we can enjoy exercising ……we are young or old. 

1- Because      2-since     3- whether      4-even though 

45-some people ……. Still believe that the earth is flat. 

       1-surely      2-actually     3-truthfully       4-realistically 

46-the work the children are given to do often involves…… 

Risks to their health. 

      1-perfect     2-serious     3-limited     4-well-known 

47-he is wearing dark glasses to …… his eyes from the sun. 

     1-protect     2- provide      3-obey     4-prevent 

48-they have tired to limit such imports in order to…..their 

member’s job. 

      1-prepare      2-produce     3-protect    4-present 

49-what can be done to …. Food in the world without great 

increases in prices? 

      1-increase       2-decrease      3-decline      4-restrict 

50-he …….the child and held him in his arms. 
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     1-gave back    2-took off     3-looked for    4-piched up 

        

 وب سایت ایران مدرس:       

 و مقالات آموزشیاخبار  –های آموزشی جزوه  –تدریس خصوصی 


